
nce in a while a new idea comes

along, an idea that could not have

taken place years back simply because the

technology wasn’t available to anyone.

Today’s technology advances yearly,

monthly and even daily and I’m fortunate

to be standing real close to something

going on in the mule industry and the

horse industry too that is making changes

daily. It’s a wonderful idea that I’ve not

only been shown time and again but

something which I’ve used time and

again. it’s something that on occasion I

am involved in on an experimental basis

with the mules. 

It has been said traditionalists are reluc-

tant to accept change. I am a traditionalist.

I believe it would be safe to say the

majority of mule owners are traditional-

ists. I’ve always prided myself though on

the fact that I could keep an open mind on

new, innovative ideas. I’m kind of embar-

rassed to admit I learned not too many

years back that keeping an open mind

meant, “I’ll listen to the innovative idea”

but generally go on about my business as

I always had.

Thanks to some brothers who live down

the road and who, for whatever reason I

can’t explain, didn’t give up on me. For

several years they explained to me,

showed me and finally got through to me

what they were doing in the mouth of a

mule and horse. This didn’t come before

Bob Myler (who I today consider a very

close friend) and I got into some sharply

heated arguments. You bet ya I told him

he was full of ackapucky more than once

and the majority of the time (not always)

Bob would patiently and quietly show

me. Bob and his brothers, Ron and Dale

Myler, have taught me volumes in the

past five or six years. They are still show-

ing me. I’m still learning and I’m thank-

ful I’m standing so close to this new inno-

vative way of bitting. I want the whole

world to know what I know while others

have been trying to hide it. 

Ron Myler started Myler Bits back in

1988. He started the company after a suc-

cessful career in the cutting horse world

where the trainers used and loved Myler

Bits. Instead of shouting to the world how

good they worked and how relaxed, com-

fortable and trainable their horses were

because of them, they worked doubly

hard at trying to hide their secret weapon

from the rest of the cutting horse world.

Today, if Myler Bits Inc. isn’t the top

bit producer in the world, I couldn’t tell

you who that is. The secret is out and Ron

is bitting the cutting horse world across

the nation along with all breeds and disci-

plines from minis to drafts to everything

in between, riding or driving. Of course

he bits the mule.

Brother Dale is bitting all breeds also

but Dale is the Myler expert in bitting the

English world in the US, across the

waters in England, Germany and many,

many other places overseas. Dale also

puts on bitting seminars in many of the

places he goes. The language barrier is

broken through interpreters.

Today the Dressage world is in deep

debate because of the Myler new innova-

tive way of bitting. The debate is whether

or not they will legalize Myler Bits. Many

want the change and just a few make the

decisions. (And you thought we mule
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folks were traditionalist.) They know this

bitting system is better for their horses

and their ways of training, that’s not in

question. Tradition is what is in question.

Three Myler  mouth pieces are now legal

to compete in. Change is coming! 

Bob who looks over the Myler USA

handmade line and the import line of

Myler Bits in his hometown of

Marshfield, Missouri, has become quite

successful in Cowboy Mounted Shooting

traveling across America packing 45

Long Colts and killing balloons. Bob is a

real success story but that’s a tale in itself.

Maybe I’ll have the pleasure of telling

you sometime. 

When Bob isn’t on the road you’ll find

him on his mules. Bob has two mules

“Sharley” and  “Myra”. Bob thinks a lot

of his mules and I’ve had the pleasure of

watching him turn two good mules into

great mules. There are a thousand stories

to tell about Bob and his mules. From

many of those experiences have come bits

that are comfortable on mules that leave

them riding relaxed, quiet and quiet in the

mouth. Bob and I spend a lot of time

together on the trails where almost always

an experiment is taking place. We spend

lots of time in the experimental pen where

to this day Bob Myler still allows me to

argue with him. In that experimental pen

and on the trails I’m still learning. I swear

if I had spent as much time and effort pur-

suing an academic degree, I would cer-

tainly have a doctorate. Yes, I still argue

with the professor but I’m getting better.

Just the other day he came up with this

new idea on where the curb should ride on

a new bit. I started to argue, stopped

myself and quickly stated, “I’ll try it.”

Bob still hasn’t muttered the words, “I

told you so.” 

You see, things we thought were small

are being discovered daily and now we

are realizing they aren’t such small

things. Thing such as types of curbs:

leather, chain, flat chain, rope and which

one works best on what bit?, adjustment

of the curb: loose, one finger, two fingers,

or less? All these things can very much

determine how effective the bit is and can

vary greatly with bit types.  

I want to tell you a little of what I’ve

learned over the years from these boys.

Most of what they taught me was based

on theory and a successful training back-

ground. New technology came along

allowing Mylers to build the line of bits

they build today and they have several

patents on some of their bit designs.

Because of the Tig-Welding Machine

(new technology in bit building) they

have been able to replace interlocking

rings that can lock together and pinch

with ball bearings that never lock or pinch

and give good flexibility to the Myler

Comfort Snaffle line of bits. 

Something else new has come along.

“Fluoroscopy”, a moving x-ray has made

it possible to prove the theories they

taught many others and me. These theo-

ries have been proven as fact and were

pretty much right on target. A Virginia

based veterinarian, Joyce Harman, was

one of the first to write about the technol-

ogy of the fluoroscopy. Dr. Harman has

studied and written much about the link

between pain and behavior problems. In

her article in Practical Horseman, “Quiet



His Head The Myler Way”, Dr. Harman is

convincing that the Myler boys are on tar-

get. 

If you’re not aware, mules have lots

of problems in the mouth when a bit is

involved. Busy mouths, chewing on the

bit, tongues over the bit, tongues out the

side of the mouth, gapping of the mouth,

noses up in the air, stiff necks and stiff all

over, any of this sound familiar? It’s the

number one call I receive on a problem

with a mule. Why? Because lots of mules

are tongue sensitive. Some mules are

super tongue sensitive. Mules, unlike

some horses, do not give in to the fact that

they must endure the discomfort going on

in the mouth. Lots of mules won’t take it

and they will do something about it.

Sometimes doing something about it can

be as mild as chewing on the bit, (real

annoying and they are never relaxed).

Sometimes it becomes as dramatic as run-

ning through your hands (a runaway) to

get away from the pain. Damn the mule

for it? Not me. It’s part of what I admire

about the mule. Hurt me and I’ll do some-

thing drastic too. But when the mule is

comfortable in the mouth, the mule is

trainable, a quick learner and a pleasure to

ride and be around.

Research shows us the tongue, though

connected through small bones in the

throat (hyoid bones), has a lot to do with

muscles on the underside of the neck

known thanks to the x-ray. Theses are the

same muscles we want the mule to relax

for a break at the poll and to become sup-

ple and rounded. Other muscles connect

the tongue to the jaw relating to a center

for nerves of balance and coordination.

When you witness a mule that is stiff, in

pain and scared because of too much

tongue pressure and when tongue pres-

sure is relieved through proper bitting,

you will perhaps feel you are witnessing a

miracle. The result is sometimes immedi-

ate. Some mules take longer to reveal the

effects of less restriction because some

mules won’t let their guard down staying

braced to receive the pain that had been

coming. When he does let his guard

down, the mule’s eye will go quiet, he

will relax in the neck, jaw and mouth

which will go through his whole body and

it will relax. Guess what else relaxes? The

Rider!

Too much pressure on the tongue or

restriction of the tongue, whatever you

want to call it, causes many of the prob-

lems we have with the mule in the mouth

thus literally affecting the mule’s whole

body. Your mule is able to move more

freely, relaxed and with better coordina-

tion when the tongue is free and soft. This

is what the Myler brothers’ new innova-

tive ways of thinking and building bits are

doing.

Does too much restriction cause pain

or panic in our mules? I say both. I

believe immediate sharp pain which can

come from snaffles and other types of

mouthpieces are the cause of many run-

aways. The mule is running from the pain

the bit causes. If he’s not trying to run

away, he will certainly become disobedi-

ent. Not because he doesn’t want to be

obedient but because he can’t be obedient

while trying to get away from what’s hurt-

ing him. I believe snaffles (popularly

thought to be a mild bit) actually increase

pain and discomfort in our mules. When

the snaffle is engaged, the center joint

dips down and presses on the tongue (flu-

oroscopy shows this to be so). Depending

on the mule’s sensitivity, the softness of

your hands and sometimes the snaffle bit

design, the concentrated pressure from

the center can produce anything from dis-

comfort to extreme pain. (The bars are

effected also by a squeeze form the snaf-

fle but that’s another article). 

If the mule does cave in just a little

when too much pressure is applied, it will

never be all the way. He may be going

where you want him to go but he will be

stiff in the face (mouth, poll and neck).

He may chew on the bit, may get his

tongue over it, may loll his tongue out the

side, may get his nose up in the air or

shake his head up and down. Whatever he

does, he’s trying to find some relief from

the pain or discomfort. When that search-

ing is going on, it’s real hard to apply leg

pressure and pull on the rein and succeed

at teaching leg or seat cues. All the mule

knows is that every time we pick up on

the rein an awful lot of pain occurs. Mules

don’t take it lightly and if not corrected

that mule will likely spend the rest of his

days trying to do something about it.

Using a bit with too much tongue relief

(tongue freedom) will result in a disobe-

dient mule. Giving too much freedom

generally through the use of a ported bit

used before the mules training has pro-

gressed enough to handle that freedom is

likely the cause of such behavior. But for

the purposes of this article, we will be

relating to tongue restriction.     

Too much restriction will likely not

have the same effect as immediate sharp

pain will. Discomfort from too much

restriction causes panic. Panic builds,

generally slower, but could end with bad

results, a runaway being the worst. When

too much pressure comes and causes the

mule to panic, the mule will get stiffer and

stiffer. The eye always reveals the panic

that is coming over him but if you are on

his back, you likely won’t be able to see

this. The stiffness can be felt and the mule

will do all the things mentioned above to

try and escape what it is that is causing

him to panic. The mule will always be dif-

ficult to teach under these conditions.

NOW LISTEN TO ME HERE-

THIS MAY BE THE MOST

IMPORTANT THING YOU WILL

GET FROM THIS ARTICLE!

New technology is showing us and teach-

ing us that when a mule or horse swal-

lows, the tongue will and must (as does

our tongue) go to the roof (pallet) of the

mouth. If the tongue cannot go to the pal-

let, panic is likely the result.  

The Mylers figured this out a while

back. When information like this comes

in, because we can now see it, it goes on

to prove and to etch in stone the Myler

theories. Bob Myler gets excited about

this kind of information and  Bob is great

to use parables or human experiences to

get across a point. It doesn’t much matter

where you are either. If Bob has new

exciting info, he’s got to share that infor-

mation with me along with demonstra-

tions. It may be in a restaurant or nearly

any public place you can think of, even

down several major highways. Yes, some-

times it is even dangerous!

On one occasion Bob explained that in

his college football days they came in

with a new mouth guard. “Instead of one

size fits all as had been the only type

available before, this new mouth guard

was heated in boiling water. When it got

soft, you put it in your mouth and it

formed to your mouth perfectly, covering

the teeth for protection. Of course, that

was great but even greater was that it

allowed the tongue to go to the roof of the

mouth so you could now swallow.

Someone figured this out, developed it

and we didn’t even know we were being

tongue restricted. We knew we needed

and did take the old mouth guard out a lot.

After using the new one a few minutes

,you sure realized it.” 



Bob said, “Here I’ll show you some-

thing. Take this pencil and put it in your

mouth like a bit and bite down on it just

so it will stay put. Now, take off running.”

I didn’t have to go far to understand. Bob

asked, “What happened, makes you think

you’re not going to get another breath?

Could make a person panic, huh? It will

make a person panic and it’ll make your

mule panic too. This is what the mule

feels and because we (Mylers) build a bit

shaped to fit the mouth and we build our

bits with a lot of flex in them, when the

mule does swallow, it moves with him

greatly reducing the feel of panic. One of

the reasons they are riding relaxed, quiet

and able to listen to every cue given or

feel every cue given is because they are

comfortable, relaxed and, therefore, we

can teach.” 

I believe pain is often prevalent in the

mule’s mouth due to a bit causing pain.

But I believe even more that restriction

causes panic in mules and is even more

prevalent.

Some people seem to always have quiet,

well-behaved mules. Some folks believe

those that do have those kind of mules

just know how to pick the good ones.

Likely it’s that they have learned how to

keep their mules comfortable allowing

the mule to be a proper lady or gentleman.

Life for the mule is easier when they are

comfortable allowing them to become

proper ladies and gentleman and all mules

DO want all things in life the easy way.

It’s easier on the rider too. 

There are some mules (very few) that

don’t care what you put in their mouth.

We’ve learned that’s actually not true.

They do care they just don’t show the dis-

comfort as some mules do. 90% of those

mule we thought weren’t having a prob-

lem, when bitted with more tongue relief

or a bit with a flexible mouth piece, ride

better, more relaxed, walk with a longer

stride. They get better as the day goes on

not crankier as the day wore on as I’ve

seen many mules do that are bitted wrong.

Put a rock in your boot and walk on it all

day. Not many folks would want to be

around those people by afternoon. 

All mules want to be relaxed even the

hot ones. The ones born and bred to run,

the ones folks choose to run the gaming

(gymkhana) events can ride relaxed as a

pleasure mule or as relaxed as any trail

mule. When the time comes to kick in the

after burners to whip around the barrels,

they can get it done and then drop the

head and walk or trot like they were in a

pleasure class. Most of the mules that

won’t relax, mules that stay hyped up,

aren’t all hyped up because they just ran

at warp neck speed. Most of them stay

hyped up because every time the rider

picks up on the rein to turn a barrel, they

hurt the mule in the mouth and they are

just TENSELY, HYPED waiting for the

big hurt to come again. Can Myler Bits

help here? It’s been proven time and

again.

I’m going to tell a story that’s brag-

ging even though my mom taught me not

to. Really, it’s bragging more on a mule

than me. In 1999 I took up the sport of

Cowboy Mounted Shooting, something

different I guess. Guns and fast action

appealed to me. I had seen and read up on

Cowboy Mounted Shooting years before

and I just never let it go. They now call

Cowboy Mounted Shooting an “extreme

sport” and I believe that to be so. Cowboy

Mounted Shooting is a sport against the

clock with over 50 different patterns. You

break five balloons with one gun and

break five more with the other. You go

back across the time line and the best time

with the most broken balloons wins.

(Black powder is put in a 45 hull, capped

off with a wad and fired by a primer in the

hull. The black powder breaks the balloon

within 15 feet. If you are farther away, it

will burn up before it gets there and

there’s nothing to break the balloon. It

also keeps from killing someone in the

crowed.)

Unlike barrels or poles because there

are fifty or more different patterns in

mounted shooting, it is unlikely any ani-

mal will begin to memorize patterns and

so you are instructing the animal where it

is you want to go with the reins attached

to a bit, of course, a 45 Long Colt in one

hand and reins in the other while the

equine runs the arena (timed remember)

hard. Just because we took a barrel there

in the last pattern doesn’t mean we will on

this pattern and when your mount starts

making decisions as they will do to take

barrels just because they were there the

last time, we must do lots of steering one

handed, full speed with the adrenalin

flowing freely in rider and mount. It’s a

great place for confusion and a great place

to be pulling too hard on the reins

(mouth). The nose comes up, the shoulder

throws out and you’re off to a place I call

“Cooter Brown’s”. I don’t know where

Cooter Brown’s is but I’m on a mule that

doesn’t know where she’s going either. I

could run the patterns with two hands but

with one, I was falling apart.

I expressed my frustrations to Bob

Myler and he went to work. Some ideas

that came from the search to bit such a

sport are being used today on mules and

horses. Here is just one of the many

places I learned volumes on bits and bit-

ting.

Dr. Robert Miller made a statement

way back and I heard it again recently.  It

rang true here when the dust settled,

“Mules must be trained the way horses

should be trained.” That statement coined

this phrase out of me, “Mules must be bit-

ted the way horses should be bitted”.

Horses have gone on to compete and win

national titles from knowledge that was

gained here. Mules have gone on to com-

pete successfully when they were having

lots of problems before. 

Well, on with the story. We did it!

Within three months “Dolly”, the mule,

was competing and starting to hold her

own against the horses. The more we

practiced the better she got. By the end of

the first season we were competitors to

deal with and had shown lots of folks who

owned horses that mules could run too.

Listen to this. Dolly was ten years old

when we began this sport and she had

never run a barrel pattern in her life. The

only thing she had run was a cow. I did

know she was quick and could run

because we had turned some pretty fast

calves or cows. But I’ve got to say more

than once in the beginning of this mount-

ed shooting, I thought we had bit off more

than we could chew. Dolly went on to

compete very successfully in 2000 and

others gained lots of respect for mules.

Did some take it hard when a mule beat

them? As sure as a turpentine cat can run.

Occasionally I would catch wind of

someone making a remark about this

mule. I had lots of folks come to me later

and tell me the first time they saw me sit-

ting on that mule, their thoughts were,

“What’s he think he’s going to do on that

mule?” Neta can tell you lots of stories

she heard sitting in the stands no one

knowing who she was and hearing

remarks similar. Then she would hear

such things as “I’ve never seen anything

like that in my life,” followed by “I didn’t

know mules could run and turn like that.”

Dolly got respect. Lots of mules can run

and turn. As a matter of fact, turns are a

mule’s specialty... another article some-



day. 

In 2001 Dolly had qualified to com-

pete at the World Finals in Scottsdale,

Arizona. She was one of nearly 200 who

had competed against nearly 5,000 horses

world-wide to qualify. After the two-day

event Dolly stood thirty-third in the

world. Her times were in the top twenty.

Because I missed three balloons during

the competition, I had cost her fifteen sec-

onds in penalties. She again qualified in

2002 but she and I decided not to go. In

2003 we laid up the guns after being road

weary along with Dolly having some

health problems.  

Could we have accomplished all this

without Myler Bits? Yes, but likely not

before I went through a year, likely two

years of frustration and hard, hard work

and that is if I were willing to stick it out.

Because of Myler bits I was working at it

all right but within three months I was

quickly having fun.

Would Dolly have run as freely and

fast? No. I’ve witnessed lots of those who

own horses in this sport be within a few

seconds of winning it all and not even

realizing their horse could run faster but

they were being restricted by what they

were using in their mouth. Then I

watched them get a Myler Bit and

watched the horse be at the top of its

game in weeks or less winning. I’ve seen

many, many mules and donkeys bitted

right run faster, work slower and be just

plain happier about their work, relaxed

and enjoying what they were doing in are-

nas and on the trail.

Earlier in this article I mentioned that

Bob Myler and I spend lots of time in the

saddle on the trail, trail riding, camping

and experimenting. Yes, it could be the

perfect job. There isn’t much hesitation

when the words comes from one of us

“lets head for the hills.” We realize trail

riding is as much a discipline as any arena

discipline. It takes as much time and

effort to make a real good trail mule as it

does a Cowboy Mounted Shooting mule,

pleasure mule or a gymkhana mule.

That’s a fact! On the trail is where you

will run into so many different obstacles

and boogie-man-mule-eating boulders

and stumps etc. Just because you can

shoot a 45 Long Colt past his ear in an

arena doesn’t mean he won’t swap ends

when a gray squirrel hits the ground run-

ning beside him. Will the mule walk out

on the trail? Will the same mule walk easy

and relaxed in a Western Pleasure class?

Will he turn a barrel hard under control?

Will he take the lead all day on a moun-

tainous trail and not be bothered by it? It

doesn’t mater how you ride any or all dis-

ciplines, Mylers is building bits for all.          

The Myler boys are on target not only

in the horse world but also in the MULE

WORLD. In their video “A Whole Bit

Better”, champions all over America tell

you what they think of the Myler Bitting

System and they too know the Myler boys

are on target.

Dale Myler tells while he teaches about

the Myler System on their video. Lots of

folks (as I once was) are confused about

the knowledge we think we have concern-

ing bitting. I had lots of things 180

degrees off and I have found many more

of us do.

The only thing that’s not explained well

on this video (and that’s because it was

new and still being developed when the

film was shot) is the Myler Combination

bit. Questions on the Combination can be

answered here at Western Mule Magazine

or by calling the Mylers. The

Combination is a wonderful bit for the

mule, horses too (remember, mules must

be bitted the way horses should be bitted.)

Not all combination bits are the same.

The Myler Handmade Combination has

not one but two patented ideas in its

design along with new and unique

designed mouthpieces that are more com-

fortable and effective on the mule.     

The next time you believe someone is

doing a better job of picking all the good

mules while you’re having trouble with

yours, if you feel it’s in the mouth and the

bit, call me. I want to help you get better

acquainted with something that’s really

good for these mules and in return good

for you. Lots of people think the mule that

took me to thirty-third in the world is one

in a million. It’s not so. There are many,

many mules out there when rightly bitted

and trained that will do as Dolly did. It

disappoints me when I see a mule uncom-

fortable, gapping the mouth, chewing on

the bit and the owner states “Oh, that’s

just the way he is,” or worse “That’s the

way mules are.” I have learned different-

ly and I want the whole world to know

what I have learned so they can know that

too.

The mule can be comfortable in the

mouth and be very obedient. There’s no

reason for the nose to come up, no need to

be chewing on the bit, no need to throw

the shoulder out and head off to Cooter

Brown’s. No, Myler Bits or any piece of

equipment is not a substitute for proper

training, good nutrition and good health.

Nobody is telling you how to train your

mule. We’re offering here a bitting system

that has worked many times over and a

bitting system that is great for our mules.

It will help your training program

whether that’s in the arena or on the trail.

Your program will move along faster,

smoother and will leave you and your

mule happier,

therefore everybody’s happier. 




